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Synesthesia is often associated with a limited subset of sensory
associations, colors with music, colors with numbers and sounds
with shapes.  But as a concept it embraces any cross-sensory
association and even cross-modality association within specific
senses, such as color with shape, for example.  Indeed, the
commonly-reported association between color and number is itself
a association between a sensory attribute and the conceptual
attribute of number, which is not associated with any specific sense.
I was asked to offer comments about synesthesia from a personal
perspective, since I experience a limited degree of synesthesia
myself.  In fact, consideration of the variety of possible synesthetic
relations revealed many of them actually in operation in the realm
of my own experience when attention was brought to bear on the
issue.

Visual Color Experiences.
My primary synesthetic association is the well-studied one of colors
with numbers.  Although I am not a vivid synesthete, in the sense
of those individuals studied by Mattingly et al. (2001) and
Ramachandran & Hubbard (2001), the color number associations
are quite explicit, consistent and stable.  That is, when I see the
number ‘3’, for example it is not itself colored on the page.  But
when I think of the number three, I image the Arabic digit
projected into dark space in an explicit golden-yellow color spread
around it, as though projected by a spotlight.  There is an internal
projective space in which numbers, images, equations and so on are
projected, just as described by Kosslyn (1994).  It is the space that is
accessed by closing my eye (although the first impression on
closing my eyes is of an array of afterimages from the scene that I
have just been seeing, so those need to be allowed to fade first).
The image space is a colored space, so that the image of a rose, for
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example, is a deep red flower with a green stem in this image
space.

I do not see the image at the same time as the visual array from the

outside world, but I can switch voluntarily between seeing and
‘thinking of’ the image of something.  It is almost as though I can
look through the page or the wall to see the dark field of the
imagination behind it, for example.  I imagine that this is what
vivid synesthetes mean when they say that printed numbers have
the color in which they are printed as well as the synesthetic color,
this interpretation does not seem to have been fully evaluated.  This
view implies that the numbers have simultaneously both their
printed color and their synesthetic color, but that attention can be
switched between the two characteristics (just as non-synesthetes
can switch between thinking about the font and thinking about the
meaning of a word, while it is hard to consider the two attributes
simultaneously.  Consider, for example, the font and the meaning
of the word ‘treacle’.  One cannot think about one attribute without
losing grip on the other.)

However, there is still a difference between my synesthesia and the
synesthesia of the most vivid cases described in the literature,

Figure 1.  Kandinsky’s Yellow-Red-Blue (1925) is from his period of totally non-
representational works, but this particular painting seems evocative of the concept of a
person experiencing vivid ‘synesthetic’ imagery.  Yellow-Red-Blue, 1925, oil on canvas,
Musée National d'Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou.
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which one might call ‘obligate synesthesia’.  In their case, the colors
seem to be always present and even act as cues to indiscriminable
characters (Mattingly et al., 2001; Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001).
In my case, the colors never appear attached to the physical
numbers, but only at the level of non-stimulus, or internal, imagery
rather than a direct stimulus-bound evocation.  It is important to
emphasize that this experience is not metaphorical, in the sense that
one may talk of ‘purple prose’ or ‘yellow journalism’, without
implying an image of the page actually printed in that color.  The
synesthetic image called to mind actually appears perceptually
colored, although identifiably in a different perceptual ‘space’ than
the physical image.  This level of access is also available to obligate
synesthetes, as exemplified by Joanne Innis, a synesthete studied by
Carol Mills. She quoted as having access to color impressions that
do not normally manifest themselves as being in the sensory image:
“Innis, for instance, associates words with the color of the first
letter . . . [but] could also "turn on" the individual colors of every
letter in a word, an especially useful trait when she was learning
Russian in high school.” Mills et al. (2002)

For the record, the colors of my numbers are: 1 – black, 2 – blue-
white, 3 – golden yellow, 4 – forest green, 5 – lemon yellow, 6 – red,
7 – leaf green, 8 – electric blue, 9 – dark brown, 0 - white.  As for
many synesthetes, the colors of the compound numbers are
influenced by the digit components.  Thus, the teens are basically
the same color as their last digit, while the twenties are lighter
versions of the same sequence.  The higher numbers tend to be
strongly influenced by their first digit, with the second digit as a
modulating influence, or a mottling of the base color.  For larger
numbers of digits, the colors fade as less attention is paid to the
individual digits.  The numbers have had these colors for as long as
I can remember.  The particularity of the choices, with some light
and others dark, and two of them white, makes it unlikely that they
derive from the coloring of the first numbers that I learned, but I
cannot exclude this possibility since I do not remember back to
when I learned numbers.

One of my experiences on attending talks about synesthesia is that,
while I may not be aware of the colors of the numbers explicitly, I
react strongly against lists of someone else’s color associations,
thinking “How can you possibly think of 6 as blue?”  It may thus be
that a latent synesthesia is brought out by exposure to a list of the
associations of another synesthete, the negative reaction revealing
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one’s own preferences.  It is thus worth the reader perusing the list
of my associations slowly, to see if they evoke any negative reaction
and reveal an unsuspected level of synesthesia if the right sort of
attention is brought to bear on the mental processing.  I presume
that this was the kind of thing that Kandinsky was targeting when
he was searching for means to train his own synesthesia and that of
others.  Kandinsky frequently spoke of how an understanding of
art and music can expand the value of using associative techniques
aimed at enhancing sensory exchange, and the idea that he
developed his innate capabilities is supported indirectly by our
knowledge of how he worked as well as the circumstantial
evidence contained in his writings (Kandinsky, 1913).  He also
desired to bring the essence of cross-modal experience to a wider
audience.  Sources show he explored cross-modal sensory
experience on the assumption “that one can feel the multi-sensory
consonances and dissonances in simultaneously performed color
movements, musical movements and dance movements.”  (van
Campen, 1997).  One well-known collaborative work that conveys
this was his musical play entitled “The Yellow Clang”.  Conceived
with the composer Hartmann and the dancer Sacharoff, this
production was one of the springboards of the modern dance
movement, from Isadora Duncan to Serge Diaghilev.

On perusing the literature, I came across reference to synesthetes
who associated colors with the alphabet in addition to numbers.
My first thought was that my own synesthesia was limited to
numbers, but then I started running through the letters of the
alphabet and realized that, indeed, they did evoke particular colors
when I paid attention to this modality.  These letter colors seem
fainter than the number colors, but dwelling on each letter allows
its color to emerge in my image space, again as though a spotlight
is on an image of the letter.  The colors of the letters are: A – dark
gray, B – persimmon, C – blue-white, D – buff, E – light brown, F –
light gray, G – chestnut, H – sky blue, I – mid gray, J – violet, K –
dark brown, L – aquamarine, M – dark blue, N – dark green, O –
white, P – blue, Q – white, R – maroon, S – lemon yellow, T –
orange, U – gray, V - moss green, W – primary yellow, X – apricot,
Y – (blank), Z – orange tiger stripes.  It is noteworthy that there are
missing colors from both the number and letter lists – primary
(grass) green, pink, purple, and cyan.

The persimmon of B is that orange-yellow characteristic of the fruit,
a little more orange than apricot. The aquamarine of the letter L is a
blue near the border with green, but not in the narrow band of
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exact green-blue that is denoted by cyan.  The specificity of these
designations raises the question of how the synesthete ‘knows’ the
color of the letter. In my case, the process of defining these colors is
an interplay with the verbal description.  I focus attention on the
letter and realize that a color is evoked, then try to name that color.
The color name itself evokes a perceived color that is either felt
consonant with or different from the color evoked by the letter.  I
try different color names until I find one that does not evoke a
dissonance reaction.  For some reason, no color was evoked by
attending to the letter Y.

Auditory Color Experiences.
Color/sound associations are also a common form of synesthesia
(Peacock, 1965; Marks, 1975; Baron-Cohen et al., 1993) although
they may occur predominantly among musicians and relate to the
associations between letters and notes or numbers and the intervals
between notes, rather than directly to the sounds themselves.  For
example, I do not have absolute pitch, although I have a very
accurate sense of relative pitch. (It is excruciating for me to listen to
violinists such as Yehudi Menuhin, because his sense of pitch
seemed to be loose enough that he often played slightly out of tune.
Similarly with many opera singers, whose voice tonalities are so
complex that it may be difficult for them to identify the exact pitch,
or match the pitch of their coice to that of the orchestra.)  However,
unless I have recently heard a specified note, I cannot tell the
pitches of notes with any accuracy, so they do not have specific
colors associated with them. Indeed, it would be interesting to look
for individuals with the same sense of relative pitch as mine, but
who can generate absolute pitch based on a synesthetic association
with color or other sensory experience – e.g., “That must be A
because it is green”.

The whole issue of absolute pitch is an intersensory question akin
to synesthesia.  In fact, it is hard for me to fully conceptualize
absolute pitch in the abstract.  A music teacher once got very
excited because she thought that my seven-year-old son had
absolute pitch and should go to the Academy to become a
musician.  When I tried to test him myself, it became clear that I
could not really do so because he did not have a clear association
between the letter designation  of a note and its sound.  It is not
until this arbitrary convention is firmly established that one can
even ask the question about absolute pitch.  In the absence of this
convention, testing for absolute pitch would require playing one
note first and then another at a later time, and asking whether the
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two were the same or different.  But doing this task is described as
having relative pitch, while absolute pitch requires naming the note
when played only once.  I suppose that one could play a note one
day and then play a single note the next day and ask the relation
between the two notes.  Perhaps remembering the note overnight
would qualify as establishing absolute pitch, in the form of long-
term memory for a note in those listeners unfamiliar with musical
notation.

In terms of pitch synesthesia, the closest my own sensations would
come is a rather monochrome gradient of shades from dark gray or
brown for the low notes through a pearlescent white in the mid-
range of the keyboard to a bright silver for the high notes.  These
associations seem too “obvious” to me to really qualify as
synesthesia.  It is just a general tendency from low to high notes
corresponds to the low-to-high dimension of brightness.  On the
other hand, even the terminology of low frequencies being
considered spatially low, and high ones spatially high, is a kind of
synesthesia.  I was amazed to find that my young son could often
start playing the piano by reading the music upside down  -
playing the left hand (low notes) from the upper stave and the right
hand (high notes) from the lower stave.  He would say “Why dies
this sound wrong?” and then happily resolve the problem by
switching hands high to low.  This error seems to illustrate that
there is nothing inherently high about “high” notes, since at least
some individuals need to learn the association of up on the page
with high note sounds as an arbitrary convention.  So perhaps this
is a kind of synesthesia, but one in the form of a rather broad
association of the two dimensions (height and pitch) rather than a
one-to-one mapping of one set of discrete features to another, like
letters and colors.

The upshot of the issue is that I do not have synesthesia for
individual notes except to the extent that I think of their letter
names, which I would regard as color/letter synesthesia rather
than color/pitch synesthesia.  I do, however, have color
associations with the chord types.  In one sense, the chords are their
own auditory colors, and musicians use the term “chromatic” in a
sense close to this.  Chords and the transitions between them seem
highly chromatic, in the sense of evoking strong sensations that
seem very different from each other along many dimensions.  My
predominant sense is that chords are very enjoyable in their own
right, without necessarily evoking specific associations, either with
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color, meaning or any other modality.  Just as green qualitatively
different from purple, without the difference being describable to a
blind person, so the dominant seventh chord is vividly different
from the diminished chord or the augmented chord, without
necessarily evoking color associations.

However, if I pay attention to the chromatic quality of chords, I do
have noticeable color associations to them.  Of course, these will
only be meaningful to those with a musical background, but Table I
describes those synesthetic associations.  Once again, these are not
verbal associations, but experienced colors in the image space
accessible when I close my eyes or switch attention away from the
current visual scene at which I am looking.

Table I.  The Perceived Colors of Chords

Chord type Example Color

Major C, E, G Yellow

Minor C, Eb, G Blue

Dominant 7th C, E, G, Bb Orange

Diminished 3rd C, Eb, F# Purple

Augmented 4th C, E#, G# Mauve

Seventh C, E., G, B Lime green

The yellow of the major chord is descriptive of the sense that the
sun has come out when it is played, a bright, cheerful, positive
sound.  (This is true whatever key the chord is played in.)  The blue
of the minor chord may be influenced by the common use of the
term “blue” and “blues” for the minor chord and its use in songs.
It might be closer to violet for me (and even deeper for Duke
Ellington, as implied by his tune “Mood Indigo”).  I have never
come across the verbal association of violet with the minor chord,
so the shift in that direction would appear to be my own
synesthetic connection.  The diminished 3rd is characteristic of the
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epiphany in the first movement of Beethoven’s “Moonlight Sonata’,
a familiar piece for many amateur musicians.  It has many
chromatic transitions, dominantly among the minor keys, but the
climax consists of a sequence of diminished thirds that plumb the
depths of the water over which the moon is reflecting, gaining what
for me is a purplish hue.

Further exploration of musical experience reveals that I have strong
associations of color with Beethoven’s symphonies, in the sense
that the color swirls around as I listen to, or imagine, characteristic
themes from symphonies.  His Third Symphony, the ‘Eroica’, is
golden yellow, particularly its luscious slow movement; the famous
Fifth Symphony is light yellow, although the opening drumbeats of
the first movement are black; the Sixth, the ‘Pastoral,’ is
predominantly scarlet, the Seventh grass green (for the textural
growth of the themes in the second movement), the Eighth a
classical blue and the Ninth a rich brown, associated strongly with
those powerful cellos that carry the ‘Ode to Joy’ theme.  There are
thus clear associations of these extended pieces with particular
colors.  Comparison with the colors of my numbers reveals that
these colors are tightly coupled to those of my digits, although I
first thought of the colors in relation to the music and only later
realized the connection to the numbers.

However, many of my color associations extend to pieces well
beyond the Beethoven numbering system.  Wagner’s ‘Tristan und
Isolde’ idyll is again a golden yellow; Berlioz’ ‘Symphonie
Fantastique’ is crimson, Mahler’s First Symphony evokes a
chartreuse green, Rachmaninov’s Second Piano Concerto is a
concatenation of purple hues, and so on.  The color may not
characterize all passages of these pieces, but it suffuses my memory
of them and represents the dominant impression.  Evidently, the
number/color association is not the whole story.  My sense was
that these associations are widely shared, at least among music
lovers, despite the claims of only one in 2000 being synesthetes, but
I have not done any systematic survey.

Auditory Replay and Epileptic Auras
In the present context, it may be relevant to bring up the concept of
auditory replay of well-known tunes or music on one’s head.  This
phenomenon is widely experienced as an annoying repetition that
cannot be suppressed.  There is nothing that we see that impresses
itself on the visual system in this way (except for highly-charged
emotional experiences, such as a dagger plunging towards one’s
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face during an attempted robbery).  But almost everyone seems to
experience a catchy tune ‘going around in their head’, to the point
of annoyance if it is a tawdry jingle.  While not a cross-modal
synesthesia, it is a vivid experience of a sensory quality that is not
physically present, evoked by a relatively brief exposure to the
tune.  It gives a sense of the internal experience that may be evoked
in synesthetic evocations.

Auditory replay is reminiscent of the ground-breaking experiments
of Penfield & Rasmussen (1950), who found that electrical
stimulation in the temporal lobes (of epileptic patients undergoing
brain surgery) evoked long sequences of visual, auditory or generic
intersensory memories of specific past events long-forgotten.   This
research revealed that memories can be stored in time-sequential
fashion, like a videotape of the events as they unfolded.  The
auditory replay exhibits the same characteristic, not just a sound
but an ordered music sequence.  Evidently these sequences are
stored in, or accessible through, the temporal lobe.

The epileptic condition of these patients is also germane to the issue
of synesthesia. Many epileptics experience ‘auras’ as a precursor to
a seizure event.  The aura is a sensory experience specific to the
neural location of the seizure.  Epileptics have reported feeling a
wind rushing through their stomach, visual motion or hearing bells
pealing prior to the seizure, for example.  Another kind of neural
seizure is the fortification migraine that passes through the visual
field in many people, with a duration almost universally of 18
minutes.   The ‘fortification’ is a boundary criss-cross pattern of
colored scintillations that progresses across the visual field from
fovea to periphery leaving a region of temporary blindness behind
it.  I myself have experienced several such events over the past
decade.

Very recently, one such event was triggered by a synesthetic
activation.  When I stepped into the shower one morning and
turned my face to the spray, the water drops drumming on my
forehead elicited the visual experience of intense red sparks with
yellow highlights in the image space before me.  This activation
made me feel slightly overwhelmed, but I completed the shower
and soon realized that a fortification migraine had begun its course
across my visual field.  It was unusual in that it progressed
downward through the inferior field rather than the usual superior
direction that I experience.  Evidently, the visuotactile synesthesia
of the shower drops had been strong enough to trigger the neural
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migraine attack.  This experience suggests a new twist on the
concept of synesthesia – the synesthetic migraine.

The Visual Consequences of Meditation
While not strictly a form of synesthesia, it seems germane to
discuss the visuotactile experience that can be evoked by particular
forms of meditation.  We hear of many forms of meditation, from
chanting to yoga to self-hypnosis.   One that struck me of interest in
the nineteen-sixties (when the Beatles went to an India ashram),
was the idea of meditating by trying to look out through the third
eye, conceptualized as being in the center of the forehead.   The aim
was to explore the experience of meditation per se, rather than with
any religious goal in mind.   I sat cross-legged on a bed to try this,
in the amateur lotus position with eyes closed.  As I elevated my
attention in the attempt to direct my gaze out through my forehead,
I began to see a strong golden glow appear in the distance of my
dark image space. This glow grew brighter and gradually
approached, filling my visual field.  Over a period of about fifteen
minutes, the light seemed to spread over my face, down my neck
and shoulders, and envelope my whole body.  It engendered a
feeling of great calm and serenity, as though the light was
evaporating my body in the classic Zen sense, making my spirit one
with the universe, as it is often described.

It should be emphasized that I am reporting these observations as a
purely experiential occurrence.  I did not, and do not, draw any
implications as to the existence of an external spiritual realm, or a
higher being beyond.   It seems that I had discovered the trigger for
the core mystical experience by this simple imaging strategy of ‘of
looking through the third eye’.  I had no prior practice with
meditation, or other religious interests.   My view is that anyone
should be able to duplicate the experience if they follow the same
strategy.  I interpret the effect as a physiological result of elevating
and converging the eyes in their sockets (which I verified by
palpation to be the physical consequence of the strategy).

It is not widely appreciated, but EEG practitioners are generally
aware that elevating the eyes has the almost universal effect of
generating a large increase in the alpha rhythms recorded from the
occipital lobe.   The mechanism of this alpha enhancement has not
been established, but it is a powerful phenomenon.   Since alpha is
closely associated with both meditation and biofeedback relaxation,
I assume that the effect of the image of looking through the third
eye is to elevate the eyes in their sockets and cause an immediate
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increase in the cortical alpha activity, leading to the luminous
experience that I describe.  Moreover, it is well known to
professional hypnotists that the most hypnotizable subjects
typically have the whites of their eyes visible below the iris (above
the lower eyelid) implying an unusual elevation of the eyes in their
sockets.  While the mechanism of the link between eye elevation
and alpha activation remains, as I say, mysterious, there seem to be
too many connections to dismiss it as coincidence.

The visual and emotional experience of being enveloped by an
approaching light is well-known in another context – near-death
experiences (Kübler-Ross, 1992).  Many have drawn the implication
that the universality of these experiences implies that they are, in
fact, tapping into an external reality that represents a view of
existence after death.  In fact, similar images of a holy light can be
found the classical art and accounts of Christian heaven, both
verbal and visual.  The ease with which similar experiences of an
approaching light bringing calm and a sense of loss of self may be
evoked simply by elevating the eyes in their sockets suggests an
alternative view – that the patients who have become deeply
anaesthetized (either artificially or by the ravages of disease or
starvation) have elevated their eyes and triggered the luminous
experience by the same alpha-enhancement circuit that my
meditation achieved.  The universality of the experience is not,
then, a reflection of an external reality but of a neurophysiological
curiosity whose activation has similar effects in all brains, whether
near death or fully healthy.   I have not followed up on this
hypothesis to determine what proportion of people are susceptible
to the visuotactile experience of submersion in light, but anyone
who doubts it is welcome to try the technique for themselves.

Variety and Frequency
The final issue I will address is that of the frequency of occurrence
of varieties of synesthesia.  It is well-established that scientific
surveys find synesthesia to be a rare as 1 in 2000 individuals
(Baron-Cohen et al., 1993).  It is not clear, however, whether such
surveys would have found a level of synesthesia such as I describe.
Is it really possible that a sensory effect that is so readily evoked by
a small dose of hallucinogen would be so sparsely represented in
the population?

In this context, I report a conversation among a group of attendees
of a conference on vision, at which there had been a talk about
synesthesia.  I canvassed the group as to who had any kind of
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synesthetic experience.  Although not many reported
color/number synesthesia, one volunteered that the seasons of the
year had strong coloration, while a second described vivid
coloration of the months around an oval shape.

One participant also described an elaborate number-based
spatial organization.  The numbers progressed around an
imaginary clock face in traditional fashion until 10 o’clock, then
began to spiral backwards onto a second clock face above and
behind the first up to number twenty, with successive loops of the
helix fading into the distance for each decade beyond that.  One can
see how such an arrangement would be derived from exposure to
learning to tell time, but the point is that the arrangement was
projected visually into physical space, with the explainer indicating
the vividness of the visual representation by helical gestures.

In a group of eight people, over 50%  were reporting some form of
synesthesia, a vastly different rate from the 1/2000 from the
literature.   In fact, on further questioning, most of the group
agreed that music evoked a sense of movement in a visual space
before them. (In the context, the term ‘volume’ for the strength of
sound has interesting synesthetic connotation, since it implies that
the sound fills a three-dimensional image space.)   Typically, the
strength of the sound connoted its distance, just as intended by
many composers, with loud sounds being close and soft ones far
away.  This is, of course, a natural interpretation given our
experience of the distance of a particular sound source.  The point
here is that the sounds were experienced in a spatial manner, not
just conceptualized in that way, qualifying the experience as a
synesthetic one.

Thus, we have gone from synesthesias of predominantly color
associations with sounds, letters and numbers to a wide range of
intersensory links and spatial experiences in the internal image
space.  Once synesthesia is cast in this form, it may be found to be a
rather more common occurrence than is commonly appreciated.
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